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ABSTRACT
We investigate the nonlinear evolution of cosmic morphologies of the large-scale struc-
ture by examining the Lagrangian dynamics of various tensors of a cosmic fluid ele-
ment, including the velocity gradient tensor, the Hessian matrix of the gravitational
potential as well as the deformation tensor. Instead of the eigenvalue representation,
the first two tensors, which associate with the ‘kinematic’ and ‘dynamical’ cosmic web
classification algorithm respectively, are studied in a more convenient parameter space.
These parameters are defined as the rotational invariant coefficients of the characteris-
tic equation of the tensor. In the nonlinear local model (NLM) where the magnetic part
of Weyl tensor vanishes, these invariants are fully capable of characterizing the dy-
namics. Unlike the Zel’dovich approximation (ZA), where various morphologies do not
change before approaching a one-dimensional singularity, the sheets in NLM are un-
stable for both overdense and underdense perturbations. While it has long been known
that the coupling between tidal tensor and velocity shear would cause a filamentary
final configuration of a collapsing region, we show that the underdense perturbation
are more subtle, as the balance between the shear rate (tidal force) and the divergence
(density) could lead to different morphologies. Interestingly, this instability also sets
the basis for understanding some distinctions of the cosmic web identified dynami-
cally and kinematically. We show that the sheets with negative density perturbation
in the potential based algorithm would turn to filaments faster than in the kinematic
method, which could explain the distorted dynamical filamentary structure observed
in the simulation.
Key words: large-scale structure of Universe; theory; dark matter
1 INTRODUCTION
As a result of anisotropic gravitational instability, the
matter distribution of the Universe at large scale ex-
hibits an intrinsic pattern, known as the cosmic web
(Bond et al. 1996). This particular structure, charac-
terized by a network of filaments, sheets and empty
voids, has repeatedly been revealed by various ob-
servations, including the large scale galaxies distri-
bution from galaxies surveys (Gregory & Thompson
1978; de Lapparent et al. 1986; Geller & Huchra 1989;
Shectman et al. 1996; Colless et al. 2003; Tegmark et al.
2004; Huchra et al. 2005) and the dark matter map inferred
from weak lensing survey (Massey et al. 2007). In this re-
gard, the presence of this structure in both numerical sim-
ulations and analytical models, e.g. the Zel’dovich approx-
imation (ZA, Zel’dovich 1970), highlights our achievement
of understanding the process of structure formation.
Besides its significance in the theory of large-scale
structure, the cosmic web also serves as an environment
for small scale structures like halos and galaxies. Var-
ious observations suggest that many galaxy properties
vary with this environment systematically (Dressler 1980;
Kauffmann et al. 2004; Blanton et al. 2005). Meanwhile,
high-resolution numerical simulations also show clear cor-
relations between halo properties, like concentration and
spin, with the local environment (Lemson & Kauffmann
1999; Sheth & Tormen 2004; Avila-Reese et al. 2005;
Wechsler et al. 2005; Bett et al. 2007; Maccio` et al. 2007;
Wetzel et al. 2007; Hahn et al. 2007a,b). Hence, it is es-
sential to define properly and better understand this mor-
phological environment and its time evolution.
Although this web structure originates from anisotropic
initial random field (Doroshkevich 1970) and is qualita-
tively well described by simple analytical model like ZA,
its evolution, however, is highly nonlinear at later epoch.
Consequently, many efforts have been concentrated on de-
veloping algorithms of morphology classification for numer-
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Figure 1. Comparison between kinematic (middle panel) and dynamical (right panel) classification for one snapshot of N-body simulation
with the density distribution shown in the first panel. Both velocity and gravitational potential fields have been smoothed by a Gaussian
filter with characteristic scale R = 1Mpc/h before applying the algorithm. The black, grey and silver regions illustrate knots, filaments and
sheets respectively, while white shows the voids. Unlike some other works, we assume eigenvalue threshold λth = 0 for both algorithms.
Therefore, different morphologies identified here are not ‘optimized’ to match the visual impression. Furthermore, this snapshot is selected
in particular to highlight the significant differences these two methods could produce. The simulation has a box size of 100 Mpc/h,
with 2563 particles. Both density and velocity field was estimated with Delaunay tessellation (Bernardeau, & van de Weygaert 1996;
Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000; Pelupessy et al. 2003).
ically simulated data. At least two categories of such al-
gorithms exist in literatures, one is geometrical method,
which tries to establish a mathematical description based on
the point samples of galaxies/halos or dark matter particles
in simulations (Lemson & Kauffmann 1999; Novikov et al.
2006; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2007; Sousbie et al. 2008). The
other ‘dynamical/kinematic’ approach then considers the
movement of a test particle in the inhomogeneous gravita-
tional potential, which could either be described by the Hes-
sian matrix of gravitational potential (Hahn et al. 2007a;
Forero-Romero et al. 2009) or the velocity gradient tensor
(Hoffman et al. 2012). Various morphologies can then be
identified by the number of eigenvalues greater than some
threshold value.
In Zel’dovich’s structure formation theory (Zel’dovich
1970), these two tensors are simply proportional to each
other, and therefore provide identical morphology classifi-
cation. However, once the Universe enters into the non-
linear regime, differences start to emerge. With a similar
level of smoothing and comparable eigenvalue thresholds,
Hoffman et al. (2012) showed that the velocity based algo-
rithm provides very different morphologies than the gravita-
tional potential based technique and seems to resolve smaller
structures (also in Figure. 1 for zero eigenvalue threshold).
However, the reason of such dissimilarity is not clear, and
theoretical investigation is highly demanded. Furthermore,
instead of the null eigenvalue threshold first utilized by
Hahn et al. (2007a), subsequent studies in general assume
a nonzero threshold which is usually artificially tuned to
provide the best visual impression. For gravitational po-
tential based cosmic web, Forero-Romero et al. (2009) sug-
gested that the threshold value of properly normalized ten-
sor should be around unity based on the argument of spher-
ical collapse. However, the justification requires more de-
tailed study on the classification schemes and cosmic evolu-
tion of both tensors.
Compared with geometrical methods, where algorith-
mic procedures usually prevent them from further analyt-
ical understandings, one advantage of considering the dy-
namical variables is the potential to quantitatively inves-
tigate the cosmic web evolution, which however, has not
been fully appreciated yet. One of the obstacles is the less-
convenient eigenvalue representation of the algorithm. On
the other hand, it is equivalent to study the eigenvalues
and the rotational invariant coefficients of the characteris-
tic equation of the tensor (Wang et. al. 2014). As shown by
Wang et. al. (2014), the most important advantage of this
parameter space is to avoid the complex domain after the
tensor become non-symmetric. However, even for the pur-
pose of this paper, where only the symmetric part is of inter-
est, it will still be convenient to work in this invariant space.
Especially, when the trace of the tensor does not change the
sign, a two-dimensional subspace would suffice to present
morphological evolution.
The main purpose of this paper is therefore to in-
vestigate theoretically in this invariant space, the nonlin-
ear evolution of the velocity gradient tensor and the Hes-
sian matrix of gravitational potential. Furthermore, to com-
pare with geometrical algorithm, we will examine the evo-
lution of the deformation tensor as well. To this end, we
adopt the Lagrangian approach to track the dynamical
evolution of relevant variables of a fluid element, includ-
ing the density, the velocity gradient and the tidal ten-
sor. However in Newtonian theory (NT), the evolution
equation of the tidal tensor is missing. An alternative ap-
proach, as discussed by Bertschinger & Jain (1994) (here-
after denotes as ‘BJ94’), instead starts from the full gen-
eral relativistic description, where the Lagrangian evolu-
tion equations and constraints of gravitational fields are
well-known. Specifically, the evolution equation of the coun-
terpart of the tidal tensor, i.e. the electric part of Weyl
tensor, can be derived from the Bianchi identities. How-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 2. Illustration of cosmic web classification in the invariants space with various eigenvalue threshold λth. We only display two
dimensional s3− s2 planes with fixed s1 = −1 (left) and s1 = 1 (right). Regions with different transparencies highlight the consequences
of varying eigenvalue threshold, assuming s1 doesn’t change the sign. Since the boundary conditions depend on the value of s1, we
renormalize sthi (i = 2 or 3) by (s
th
1 )
i after the transformation equation (8) so that they remain the same. For more details of the
invariants classification including rotational categories, please see Figure (1) in Wang et. al. (2014).
ever, the treatment of the magnetic part of this ten-
sor in NT is unclear and therefore triggered many dis-
cussions (Bertschinger & Hamilton 1994; Ellis & Dunsby
1997). Nevertheless, in the current paper, we will simply
adopt the approach same as Bertschinger & Jain (1994),
assuming the vanishing magnetic part of Weyl tensor, which
produces a set of self-consistent (Lesame et al. 1995) closed
ordinary differential equations.
In this model, the interaction of tensor perturbations
between neighboring fluid elements is neglected, therefore
also known as the ‘silent universe’ model. Since NT is in-
trinsically nonlocal as the potential is determined by the
matter distribution everywhere via Poisson equation, a non-
general relativistic theory with an extra time evolution equa-
tion of the tidal tensor should be regarded as some exten-
sion of NT, a closer approximation to the general relativ-
ity (Ellis & Dunsby 1997). Practically, assuming a vanish-
ing magnetic part of Weyl tensor would dramatically sim-
plify the formalism (Matarrese et al. 1993; Matarrese 1994;
Bruni et al. 1995; Lesame et al. 1995). On the other hand,
one obvious shortage of the Lagrangian approach is the ex-
istence of the singularity at the shell-crossing. It sets the
validity range of the method much earlier than the forma-
tion of virialized objects. Fortunately, for our purpose, it
is equally, if not more, important to study the underdense
perturbations as the visual impression of the cosmic mor-
phologies is highly weighted by the lower dense regions for
their greater volume filling factors.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first
briefly revisit two types of cosmic classification algorithms
and then introduce the definition of rotational invariants
as well as the geometrical quantities related to the defor-
mation tensor. In section 3, we discuss Lagrangian dynam-
ical evolution models. We first show the analytical results
of invariants evolution in Zel’dovich approximation in sec-
tion 3.1 and then review BJ94’s nonlinear local evolution
model in section 3.2 before deriving the basic equation for
obtaining the deformation tensor. We present our result in
section 4 by first comparing the Zel’dovich approximation
and the nonlinear local model. We then discuss the differ-
ences between velocity gradient tensor and Hessian matrix
of gravitational potential in section 4.2. After discussing the
eigenvalue threshold, we finally conclude in Section 5.
2 COSMIC WEB CLASSIFICATION
We are interested in one particular category of cosmic web
classification algorithm that considers the movement of a
test particle in the anisotropic gravitational field. In an ap-
propriate frame, this could either be described by the Hes-
sian matrix of gravitational potential or the velocity gradi-
ent tensor. While the first characterizes the acceleration of
the particle caused by the gravity, the latter describes the
velocity changes. Both of them relate to the trajectories of
the particle around given point by the time integral. Given
the matrices, rotational invariants provide a more conve-
nient parameter space for studying the sign of eigenvalues.
For nonzero thresholds, however, the transformation of the
invariants would be necessary, or equivalently the bound-
ary condition among various morphologies need to be mod-
ified. To compare with other geometrical classification ap-
proaches, it is also valuable to examine the deformation ten-
sor and derived scalars, e.g. the ellipticity and prolaticity.
These scalars, usually well-defined in the linear region, re-
quire appropriate revision in the nonlinear regime.
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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2.1 Dynamical and Kinematic Approaches
As initiated by Hahn et al. (2007a) and followed by
Forero-Romero et al. (2009), the dynamical approach con-
siders the linearized equation of motion of a test particle
near given position x¯
d2xi
dt2
= −Φ ji (x¯) (xj − x¯j) , (1)
where x is the comoving free-falling coordinate, t is some
time variable, Φij = ∂i∂jΦ is the Hessian matrix of pe-
culiar gravitational potential Φ, and the zeroth-order term
∂iΦ disappears in this frame. Therefore, the linear dynamics
near location x¯ is fully characterized by tensor Φij , or as it’s
real and symmetric, three eigenvalues of Φij . Then various
morphologies could be classified by counting the number of
eigenvalues greater than some threshold value. As motivated
by this method, Hoffman et al. (2012) proposed a similar
classification scheme based on the kinematic movement of
the particle, also known as V-web, which is equivalent to
considering the particle trajectory near x¯ as
dxi
dτ
= A ji (x¯) (xj − x¯j) (2)
where Aij = ∂ivj . Unlike the potential Hessian matrix
Φij , in principle Aij could be rotational and therefore non-
symmetric (Wang et. al. 2014). However, in this paper we
will only concentrate on the symmetric part of Aij , assum-
ing Aij = Aji.
Both kinematic and dynamical approaches try to iden-
tify various cosmic structure by examining the tentative
movement of the test particle. Intuitively, one would expect
the deviation between these two approaches after entering
into the nonlinear regime as the acceleration/deceleration
of the particle towards a certain direction is not necessarily
the same as the velocity. In Figure. (1), we compare these
two algorithms in the numerical simulation. Before perform-
ing the classification, both velocity and potential fields have
been smoothed by a Gaussian filter with the characteristic
length R = 1Mpc/h. Unlike other works, here we assume the
zero eigenvalue threshold for both tensors so that the cos-
mic web structure highlighted here would not be ‘optimized’
visually. From the figure, it is clear that these two methods
produce very different classifications in details. Actually, we
select this snapshot in particular to underline how signifi-
cant these two approaches could differ. However, as will be
shown in section 4, at least for filaments, the dissimilarity
could be alleviated by restricting the trace of the tensor.
2.2 Classification with Rotational Invariants
In practice, both approaches concern the number of eigen-
values of the tensor above a certain threshold λth. As pro-
posed by Wang et. al. (2014), assuming λth = 0, this prob-
lem could also be reformulated as considering the num-
ber of positive/negative solutions of characteristic equation
det[T− λI] = 0 of tensor T, i.e.
λ3 + s1λ
2 + s2λ+ s3 = 0, (3)
where we assume Tij = Aij for kinematic method and −Φij
for dynamical approach. The rotational invariant coefficients
s1, s2, s3 are defined as (Chong et al. 1990; Wang et. al.
2014)
s1 = −tr[T] = −T
i
i = −
∑
i
λi,
s2 =
1
2
(
s21 − tr[T
2]
)
=
1
2
(s21 − TijT
ji) =
∑
i6=j
λiλj
s3 = −det[T] =
1
3
(
−s31 + 3s1s2 − tr[T
3]
)
=
1
3
(
−s31 + 3s1s2 − T
j
i T
k
j T
i
k
)
= −
∏
i
λi. (4)
Here we have already neglected the anti-symmetric contri-
bution of tensor Tij , so that Tij = Tji. In the last equality
of the definition, we have already expressed them in terms
of real eigenvalues λi. In the following, we will denote s
v as
invariants constructed from Aij and s
φ as from −Φij . Then
the conditions of having certain number of positive/negative
eigenvalues, is mapped into various regions in the invariants
space. In Figure. (2), we briefly illustrate these classifica-
tions in thick solid lines for both negative (left panel) and
positive s1 (right panel). In both cases, the triangular-like
region with real eigenvalues is enclosed by the solution of
equation (Chong et al. 1990; Wang et. al. 2014)
27s23 + (4s
3
1 − 18s1s2)s3 + (4s
3
2 − s
2
1s
2
2) = 0, (5)
with the assumptions s2 6 s
2
1/3. Within this region, dif-
ferent morphologies are basically determined by the sign
of invariants. For s1 < 0, region with s2 > 0 and s3 < 0
denotes the void, while condition s2 < 0, s3 < 0 corre-
sponds to the filament, and s3 > 0 is cosmic sheet. Similarly
for s1 > 0, condition s2 > 0, s3 > 0 defines the cluster,
s2 < 0, s3 > 0 corresponds to the sheet, and s3 < 0 de-
notes the filament. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that
the classification would remain the same if the invariants
are rescaled as
s˜i = si/(c)
i, where c > 0 (6)
by any positive constant c, since the normalization of Tij
with c would not change the sign of its eigenvalues. Please
see Wang et. al. (2014) for more details of the invariants-
based cosmic web classification.
For a nonzero eigenvalue threshold λth, however, one
could define the eigenvalue λ′ = λ − λth, and rewrite the
characteristic equation (3) as function of λ′,
(λ′ + λth)
3 + s1(λ
′ + λth)
2 + s2(λ
′ + λth) + s3 = 0, (7)
and then discuss the sign of variable λ′. Expanding equation
(7), it is equivalent to define a new set of invariants sth as
(Wang et. al. 2014),
sth1 = s1 + 3λth
sth2 = s2 + 2λths1 + 3λ
2
th
sth3 = s3 + λths2 + λ
2
ths1 + λ
3
th. (8)
Then all classification conditions of the invariants remain
the same. Alternatively, with the help of equation (8), one
could also express all conditions back into the original invari-
ants space. Since any linear combination of real eigenvalues
with a real threshold λth remains real, the boundary condi-
tion separating real and complex solutions does not need to
vary in the transformed three-dimensional invariant space
sthi , i = {1, 2, 3}. However, for illustrative purpose, we are
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 3. Comparison between Zel’dovich approximation (upper panels) and nonlinear local model (lower panels) in the velocity
invariant space s
(v)
i . From left to right, we assume the linear density perturbation δ0 = −1, − 0.5, 1 and 2, where δ0 = δ(a = 1). To
better present the result, we have normalized invariants s
(v)
i such that tr[Aij ] = ±1. For underdense perturbations all trajectories are
plotted from the initial epoch a0 = 10−3 to the present a = 1, while we stop at the first singularity for δ0 > 0.
also interested in the two-dimensional sth3 − s
th
2 subspace as
displayed in Figure (2), where the real-image separation sur-
face would project onto sth1 = const plane differently. But if
the sign of sth1 remains the same, one could simply rescale the
invariants so that sth1 is unchanged (e.g. s
th
1 = ±1), and the
same for the boundary in the sth3 − s
th
2 plane. Then various
morphologies within this region would be classified based on
the sign of sth3 and its intersection with one of the solution
in equation (5).
In Figure (2), we also illustrate the effect of varying the
threshold λth in the same two-dimensional invariants sub-
space, assuming sth1 does not change the sign. The thin solid
lines correspond to the transformed equation sth3 = 0, and
various morphological regions with different λth are then en-
closed by these lines and thick solid boundaries. For exam-
ple, void or cluster are still those triangular regions, but with
the original vertical condition s3 = 0 changing accordingly.
In each panel, we also set the transparency level to each
threshold value for different colored (morphological) regions
consistently. As could be seen, a negative λth will enlarge
the region classified as void, and shrink the region of clus-
ter and oppositely for positive λth. For sheet and filament,
however, they will be affected a little more complicated. As
sheets with positive s1 become more abundant with nega-
tive λth, regions tagged as sheet with negative s1 at λth = 0
might become voids, and some filamentary regions will then
be identified as sheet. Meanwhile, filamentary regions with
s1 < 0 will be reduced, and some filaments with s1 > 0 at
λth = 0 will be classified as sheets. On the other hand, a few
cluster regions will turn to this type; and positive threshold
would behave oppositely.
2.3 Deformation Tensor
Besides the classification based on Φij and Aij , it will also
be helpful to examine the deformation tensor as well, as it
characterizes the geometric deformation of a fluid element
during the evolution. The tensor is defined as
Ψij =
∂Ψi
∂qj
= Jij − Iij . (9)
Here the displacement vector Ψi = xi − qj , where xi is the
Eulerian position and qi is initial Lagrangian coordinate.
Jij = ∂xi/∂qj is the Jacobian matrix between qi and xi, and
Iij is the identity matrix. Unlike classification algorithms in-
troduced previously, tensor Ψij characterizes the changes in
shape and size of the fluid element. Hence, it would be con-
venient to define the geometric quantities like the elliptic-
ity and prolaticity from Ψij . For Zel’dovich approximation,
where all eigenvalues of Ψij grow linearly, they are defined
as (Bond et al. 1996)
eλ =
λψ3 − λ
ψ
1
|λψ1 + λ
ψ
2 + λ
ψ
3 |
, pλ =
λψ1 + λ
ψ
3 − 2λ
ψ
2
|λψ1 + λ
ψ
2 + λ
ψ
3 |
, (10)
assuming λψ3 > λ
ψ
2 > λ
ψ
1 , where λ
ψ
i are eigenvalues of de-
formation tensor Ψij . However, for nonlinear evolution, it
is possible that the denominator
∑
i λ
ψ
i changes the sign
during the cosmic evolution 1. Therefore, eλ and pλ could
be singular even before the shell-crossing. Therefore, in this
1 Even for ZA-like model ∇q ·Ψ ∝ δ, where δ is nonlinear, it is
possible that an underdense perturbation δ < 0 would eventually
collapse (Bertschinger & Jain 1994).
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paper, we recover the full definition of the nonlinear ellip-
ticity and prolaticity by substituting the denominator with
its nonlinear counterpart |J − 1| = |δ|
eJ =
λψ3 − λ
ψ
1
|J − 1|
, pJ =
λψ1 + λ
ψ
3 − 2λ
ψ
2
|J − 1|
, (11)
where J is the determinant of the Jacobian Jij . For |δ| ≪ 1,
these two equations are equivalent, and |J − 1| =
∏
i λ
ψ
i
would keep the sign before the shell-crossing. One notices
that the boundary condition eJ > 0 and −eJ 6 pJ 6 eJ are
still valid. In the following, we will omit superscripts and
simply denote e and p as defined in equation (11).
3 LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS
In this section, we will briefly review the Lagrangian evolu-
tion of a fluid element in Newtonian cosmology, especially
concentrate on the evolution of the velocity gradient tensor
Aij and the Hessian matrix of gravitational potential Φij .
Before the shell-crossing, the dynamical equations could be
expressed as continuity equation, Euler equation as well as
Poisson equation (Peebles 1980; Bernardeau et al. 2002),
∂δ
∂τ
+∇ · [(1 + δ)v] = 0,
∂u
∂τ
+H(τ )u(x, τ ) + u(x, τ ) · ∇u(x, τ ) = −∇Φ(x, τ )
∇2Φ(x, τ ) = 4πGρ¯ δ(x, τ ). (12)
As we are interested in the Lagrangian evolution in this
paper, the continuity equation could be further expressed as
dδ
dτ
+ (1 + δ)θ = 0, (13)
where d/dτ is Lagrangian total derivative, and θ = ∇ · u
is the velocity divergence. It is then necessary to consider
the Lagrangian equation of the velocity gradient tensor Aij ,
which could simply be obtained by taking the gradient of
the second equation in equation (12)
dAij
dτ
+H(τ )Aij + A
k
i Akj = −Φij (14)
Following the standard treatment, the source term Φij is
decomposed as the trace ∇2Φ and the traceless part εij =
Φij − Iij∇
2Φ/3. While the trace ∇2Φ simply relates to the
density via Poisson equation, however, no time evolution
equation exists for the εij in the Newtonian cosmology. How-
ever, it is possible to write down the evolution and constraint
equations for all gravitational fields in general relativity, in-
cluding the tidal tensor or the electric part of Weyl tensor
εij (Ellis 1971; Matarrese et al. 1993; Bertschinger & Jain
1994),
d
dτ
εij +H(τ )εij + θεij + Iijσ
klεkl − 3σ
k
(iεj)k
+ǫkl(iεj)kωl −∇kǫ
kl
(iµj)l = −4πGρa
2σij , (15)
where σij = Aij − θIij/3 is the traceless velocity shear
tensor, ωij is the antisymmetric vorticity tensor, µij is the
magnetic part of Weyl tensor. Parenthesized subscripts de-
note the symmetrization, and ǫijk is the total antisymmet-
ric Levi-Civita tensor. Without the terms involving µij , the
equation is pure local and therefore closed together with
equation (13) and (14). On the other hand, with the non-
vanishing µij term, the dynamics of the tidal tensor and ve-
locity gradient become much more complicated (Ellis 1971;
Bertschinger & Jain 1994). Therefore in the following, we
will simply assume µij = 0.
Finally, given the evolution of Aij in Eq. (14), the evo-
lution equation of invariants svi of velocity could be derived
straightforwardly (Wang et. al. 2014)
d
dτ
sv1 +H(τ )s
v
1 − (s
v
1)
2 + 2sv2 = Φ
i
i
d
dτ
sv2 + 2H(τ )s
v
2 − s
v
1s
v
2 + 3s
v
3 = s
v
1Φ
i
i + ΦijA
ji
d
dτ
sv3 + 3H(τ )s
v
3 − s
v
1s
v
3 = s
v
2Φ
i
i + s
v
1ΦijA
ji + Φ ji A
k
j A
i
k
(16)
3.1 Zel’dovich Approximation
In Lagrangian dynamics, the mass element moves in the
gravitational field along the trajectory
x(q, τ ) = q+Ψ(q, τ ), (17)
from the initial Lagrangian position q to Eulerian coordi-
nate x, where Ψ is the displacement. To the first order, i.e.
the Zel’dovich approximation, the displacement Ψ(q, τ ) is
simply given by (Zel’dovich 1970)
∇q ·Ψ(q, τ ) = −D(τ )δ(q), (18)
where D(τ ) the linear growth factor of density perturba-
tion, and ∇q denotes the spatial gradient with respect to
Lagrangian coordinate. In Eulerian space, this is equiva-
lent to replacing the Poisson equation with (Munshi 1994;
Hui & Bertschinger 1996; Bernardeau et al. 2002)
ui(x, τ ) = −
2f(τ )
3Ωm(τ )H(τ )
∇iΦ(x, τ ), (19)
which then closes the system together with Euler equation
(12). Here, Ωm(τ ) is the matter density fraction at epoch
τ , and f = d lnD/d ln a is the linear growth rate. Therefore
simply by taking gradient of equation (19), one finds Aij
and Φij are proportional to each other
Aij = −
2f(τ )
3Ωm(τ )H(τ )
Φij , (20)
Meanwhile since Aij relates to deformation tensor by
Aij = Hf [Ψ
k
i (Ikj +Ψkj)
−1], (21)
one could also derive the relation between Ψij and Φij
Φij = −
3Ωm
2
H2Ψij (22)
given Ψij is small.
Because of equation (20), we will only concentrate on
the evolution of the velocity invariants sv in the rest of the
section. As shown in Wang et. al. (2014), the dynamics of
Aij can also be derived starting from the simplified Euler
equation
u¯
′ =
du¯
dD
=
(
∂
∂D
+ u¯ · ∇
)
u¯ = 0, (23)
where we have defined the rescaled velocity u¯ = u/D(v)
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 4. Detailed morphology comparison between kinematic web (upper panels) and dynamical web (lower panels), assuming threshold
λth = 0. From left to right, different panels highlight morphologies types of (a) filaments with positive s
v/φ
1 , (b) filaments with negative
s
v/φ
1 , (c) sheets with negative s
v/φ
1 and (d) sheets with positive s
v/φ
1 . Although the filamentary structure presented in Figure. (1) are
very different, regions shown in the first column are quite similar between these two algorithms. The distortion of the dynamical filaments
is due to the contribution from the second column, i.e. filaments with negative s
(v/φ)
1 .
where D(v)(τ ) = dD/dτ = HfD, and change the time
variable τ into the linear growth rate D. For the velocity
gradient tensor, we similarly define the rescaled quantity
A¯ij = Aij/D
(v), and obtain
dA¯ij
dD
+ A¯ ki A¯kj = 0. (24)
Therefore, the rescaled velocity invariants s¯v1 , s¯
v
2 , s¯
v
3 is then
defined as
s¯vi (τ ) =
svi (τ )
[D(v)]i
, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (25)
One can then derive a set of ordinary differential equations
of reduced invariants:
(s¯v1)
′ − (s¯v1)
2 + 2s¯v2 = 0,
(s¯v2)
′ − s¯v1 s¯
v
2 + 3s¯
v
3 = 0,
(s¯v3)
′ − s¯v1 s¯
v
3 = 0. (26)
As shown by Wilczek (2010), the analytic solution of Eq.
(26) could be obtained by taking the third order derivative
of (1/s¯v3). Abbreviating time variable as D − Di = d, the
solution is expressed as
s¯v1(d) =
3s¯v3(d0)d
2 − 2s¯v2(d0)d+ s¯
v
1(d0)
−s¯v3(d0)d
3 + s¯v2(d0)d
2 − s¯v1(d0)d+ 1
s¯v2(d) =
−3s¯v3(d0)d+ s¯
v
2(d0)
−s¯v3(d0)d
3 + s¯v2(d0)d
2 − s¯v1(d0)d+ 1
s¯v3(d) =
s¯v3(d0)
−s¯v3(d0)d
3 + s¯v2(d0)d
2 − s¯v1(d0)d+ 1
. (27)
Therefore in this model, the singularity occurs when the
common denominator −s¯v3(d0)d
3+ s¯v2(d0)d
2− s¯v1(d0)d+1 be-
comes zero. one also notices that, after rescaling the invari-
ants s¯v2 and s¯
v
3 by |s¯
v
1 |
i, where i = (2, 3), these two invariants
would approach zero around the singularity. Finally, since sv3
never change the sign before singularity, cosmic web mor-
phology would remain the same under the assumption that
λth = 0.
3.2 Nonlinear Local Evolution Model
3.2.1 Dynamics
Assuming irrotational dust model and vanishing magnetic
Weyl tensor, equation (15) is simplified as
d
dτ
εij +H(τ )εij + θεij + Iijσ
klεkl
−3σk(iεj)k = −4πGρa
2σij . (28)
Following Bertschinger & Jain (1994), one could conve-
niently parametrize tensor Aij and Φij as
Aij =
1
3
θIij +
2
3
σQij(α) =
1
3
[θIij + 2σQij(α)]
Φij =
4π
3
Gρ¯a2[δIij + 2ε(1 + δ)Qij(β)] (29)
where σ 6 0, ε > 0 are shear and tidal scalar respec-
tively. α and β are shear and tides angle, which give the
ratios of eigenvalues of the shear and tidal tensors. The one-
parameter traceless matrix is defined as
Qij(α) = diag
[
cos
(
α+ 2π
3
)
, cos
(
α− 2π
3
)
, cos(
α
3
)
]
. (30)
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This definition is uniquely determined by requirements of
vanishing trace, QijQ
ji = 3/2 and det[Qij(α)] = cosα.
Therefore, all possible eigenvalues of traceless matrix could
be characterized by qQij(α) with q ∈ [0,∞] and α ∈ [0, π].
As shown in Bertschinger & Jain (1994), the matrix also
have the following property
dQij(α) =
1
3
Qij
(
α+
3π
2
)
dα,
2Q ki (α)Qkj(β) = cos
(
α− β
3
)
Iij +Qij(−α− β). (31)
With this parameterization, the Lagrangian equations
of motion could be simplify as
dσ
dτ
+Hσ +
1
3
σ(2θ + σ cosα) =
−4πGρ¯a2ε(1 + δ) cos
(
α− β
3
)
dα
dτ
− σ sinα = 12πGρ¯a2
ε(1 + δ)
σ
sin
(
α− β
3
)
dε
dτ
− σε cos
(
α+ 2β
3
)
= −σ cos
(
α− β
3
)
dβ
dτ
+ 3σ sin
(
α+ 2β
3
)
= −
3σ
ε
sin
(
α− β
3
)
. (32)
Together with the Raychaudhuri equation for θ
dθ
dτ
+H(τ )θ +
1
3
θ2 +
2
3
σ2 = −4πGρ¯a2δ (33)
and the continuity equation (13), the system is closed. Once
the solution of physical variables is obtained, one could then
derive the evolution of velocity invariants svi
sv1 = −θ
sv2 =
1
3
(θ2 − σ2)
sv3 =
1
27
(−θ3 + 3θσ2 − 2σ3 cosα) (34)
as well as the potential invariants sφi from Φij
sφ1 = δ
sφ2 =
1
3
[
δ2 − ε2(1 + δ)2
]
sφ3 =
1
27
[
δ3 − 3δε2(1 + δ)2 + 2ε3(1 + δ)3 cos β
]
(35)
Simply by counting the number of dynamical variables, one
notices that our invariants {svi , s
φ
i }, i = (1, 2, 3) of both Aij
and Φij fully characterize this nonlinear dynamical model
described by physical variables {δ, θ, σ, ε, α, β}.
3.2.2 Initial Condition
To specify the initial condition, we first notice that at the
linear order
θ = −δ˙, α = β, σij ∝ ǫij . (36)
Therefore, among initial values of all six dimensional vari-
able space {δ0, θ0, σ0, ǫ0, α0, β0}, only three of them need to
be identified initially, either {δ0, ǫ0, β0} or {θ0, σ0, α0}. Par-
ticularly, for density and velocity divergence, one has
θ0 = −
d lnD
dτ
(τ0) δ(τ0) = −H0f0δ0 (37)
For tidal tensor, since α0 = β0 initially, to the linear order,
one obtains the second-order differential equation of ε the
same as the density perturbation δ
ǫ¨(τ ) +H(τ )ǫ˙(τ ) =
3
2
H(τ )Ωm(τ )ǫ(τ )
σ = −ǫ˙(τ ). (38)
Therefore, ε ∝ D(τ ) at the first order, where D(τ ) is the
linear density growth rate. And similarly σ0 relates to ǫ0 via
σ0 = −H0f0ǫ0. Moreover, it is also equivalent to specify e.g.
the velocity invariants {sv1 , s
v
2 , s
v
3} via
θ(τ0) = −s
v
1 (τ0)
σ(τ0) = −
√
(sv1)
2 − 3sv2 (τ0)
cosα(τ0) =
2(sv1)
3 − 9sv1s
v
2 + 27s
v
3
2[(sv1)
2 − 3sv2 ]
3/2
(τ0). (39)
3.3 Nonlinear Deformation Tensor
After solving the dynamical system, one is also able to derive
the evolution of deformation tensor. Before multi-streaming,
the displacement of a particle relates to the velocity simply
by equation xi(q, τ ) = qi+
∫ τ
τ0
vi(τ
′)dτ ′. By taking both the
spatial gradient with respect to qi and the time derivative
to this equation, one derives the differential equation of the
Jacobian matrix Jij
dJij
dτ
= A ki Jkj . (40)
Assuming the tensor Jij and Aij could be simultaneously
diagonalized, and denoting their eigenvalues as ηi and λi
respectively, the solution of above equation could simply be
expressed as,
ηi(τ ) = ηi(τ0) exp
[∫ τ
τ0
λi(τ
′)dτ ′
]
= ηi(a0) exp
[∫ a
a0
λi(a
′)
a′H(a′)
da′
]
(41)
where the initial value ηi(a0) relates to that of λi(a0) as
ηi(a0) =
1
1− λ˜i(a0)
, where λi(a0) = λ˜i(a0)
d lnD
dτ
(a0) (42)
and d lnD/dτ = Hf . One could easily check that above
equation holds for Zel’dovich approximation.
4 THE EVOLUTION OF COSMIC WEB
Given the dynamical equations presented in the last sec-
tion, one could simply integrate the set of ordinary differ-
ential equations with appropriate initial condition. In this
section, we will present our results for both velocity and
potential invariants in Zel’dovich approximation as well as
the nonlinear local model. After comparing these two mod-
els in section 4.1, we will mainly concentrate on the latter
and discuss the differences between the dynamical and kine-
matic morphology classifications in section 4.2. In section
4.3, we will then briefly comment on the practical freedom
of eigenvalue threshold λth and the ambiguity of the cosmic
web definition.
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Figure 5. Comparison between kinematic (upper panels, defined by tensor Aij) and dynamical (lower panels, defined by Φij) classifi-
cation in the invariant space for nonlinear local model. From left to right, we assume δ0 = −1, − 0.5, 1 and 2. The same as Figure (3),
we have normalized invariants s
(v/φ)
i such that tr[Aij ] = tr[−Φij ] = ±1. For underdense perturbation δ0 < 0, both tensors exhibit sheet
instability, as trajectories flow towards voids or filaments, depending the initial conditions. However, trajectories in s(φ) space tends to
squeeze towards the boundary separating real and complex solutions. For the overdense perturbation, the singularity of s(v) occurs at
s
(v)
2 = 0, while both s
(φ)
2 and s
(φ)
3 approach infinity.
4.1 From Zel’dovich Approximation to the
Nonlinear Evolution of Cosmic Web
The pioneering work of the cosmic web evolution by
Zel’dovich (1970) starts with the density perturbation as
a function of linear growing eigenvalues of the deformation
tensor 1 + δ = 1/
∏
i[1 + D(τ )λ
ψ
i (τ0)], with λ
ψ
i being the
eigenvalue of tensor Ψij . Despite its simplicity, it suggests
that the gravitational collapse would generally approach a
one-dimensional ‘plane-parallel’ singular solution first as the
probability measure of having two or more same eigenvalues
is zero. Kinematically, however, since the deformation ten-
sor Ψij grows linearly, the speed of the collapse is the same
for all eigenvalues. It means that the morphological type 2
inferred from Aij and Φij would always be the same before
reaching the singularity. This statement is valid for both
overdense and underdense regions, as already seen from the
analytical solution (27) of si in ZA and subsequent discus-
sions thereafter.
In the first row of Figure (3), we display the evolution
trajectories in the invariant space for this model. For better
presenting the result, all invariants are normalized according
to equation (6) with the constant c = |s1| so that s˜1 would
only take values 1 or −1. From left to right, different panels
assume various initial conditions characterized by the linear
density perturbation δ0 at a = 1. For δ0 < 0, we plot all tra-
jectories from initial epoch a0 = 10
−3 to the present a = 1;
however, for δ0 > 0, they will end until the first singularity.
2 assuming eigenvalue threshold λth = 0
In the first two panels, all trajectories simply diverge from
the origin in the s2 − s3 plane without changing categories.
On the other hand, the overdense trajectories approach the
first shell-crossing as sv2/(s
v
1)
2 → 0 and sv3/(s
v
1)
3 → 0. It cor-
responds to a characteristic equation λ2(λ+1) = 0, indicat-
ing a one-dimensional collapse with no motion in the other
two dimensions. Since eigenvalues of Aij are proportional to
D(τ )ξi(τ0)/[1 +D(τ )ξi(τ0)], i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, this occurs when
the smallest eigenvalue goes toward −∞ while the other two
are still finite.
On the other hand, as already noticed by
Croudace et al. (1994) and Bertschinger & Jain (1994),
unlike in ZA, the gravitational collapse in the nonlinear
local model would generally approach filamentary solution,
and the sheet structure is usually unstable. Although
Croudace et al. (1994) attributed it to the neglect of the
magnetic part of Weyl tensor µij , Bertschinger & Jain
(1994) suggested that the nonlinear coupling between
velocity shear σij and tidal tensor εij in equation (28),
i.e. the term 3σk(iεj)k − Iijσ
klεkl, is responsible for this
instability. Following their arguments, this term with sheet
configuration α ≈ β ≈ 0, has the signature opposite to
the sign of εij and therefore slows down the growth of
tides. Whereas filamentary configuration with α ≈ β ≈ π,
on the contrary, would grow due to this term. This could
also be seen from the third equation of (32), given that
cos((α+ 2β)/3) approaches unity during the collapse.
In the invariants space, the collapsing filaments mainly
correspond to region with s
(v)
3 < 0 with condition s
(v)
1 > 0.
From the definition of s
(v)
3 in equation (34), the first term
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Figure 6. The evolution of ellipticity e and prolaticity p colored by kinematic (upper panels) and dynamical (lower panels) classification
algorithms, assuming threshold eigenvalue λth = 0. All trajectories are calculated via equation (40) with Aij supplemented by the
nonlinear local model. Morphological evolutions are displayed by segmented color arrows, with the discontinuity point indicating the
epoch of the transition.
−θ3 is always positive, and the second one 3θσ2 is nega-
tive. For filamentary regions with α ≈ π, the third term
−2σ3 cosα is obviously negative. However, even when α be-
comes closer to 0, as long as the velocity shear σ grows
at a similar speed to θ, the term 3θσ2 would dwarf other
contributions and therefore form filamentary configurations.
Meanwhile, as shown from the last two panels of Figure (3),
one notices that the singularity occurs at sv2/|s
v
1 |
2 = 0. Since
sv2 ∝ θ
2−σ2, it implies that the velocity divergence θ indeed
approaches the infinity at the same speed as velocity shear
σ.
For underdense δ0 < 0, Bertschinger & Jain (1994)
found that sufficient large tides and shear could cause the
collapse of some initial expanding perturbations. Moreover,
from the invariants space of Figure (3), we could see a simi-
lar morphological instability towards voids or filaments, de-
pending on the balance between the initial shear σ and diver-
gence θ. Since the boundary separating sheets with others
is simply s
(v)
3 = 0, it manifests itself as a universal decay
of s
(v)
3 across the entire two-dimensional parameter space.
For better understanding, we first write down the rescaled
invariant as
s
(v)
3
|s
(v)
1 |
3
∝ −1 +
σ2
θ2
(
3− 2
σ
θ
cosα
)
, (43)
where θ > 0 and σ < 0. Our numerical calculation indicates
that this ubiquitous decay of s
(v)
3 actually originates from
various contributions very differently. Although σ and θ all
grow as D˙(τ ) at the linear order, the nonlinear evolution
of both σ2/θ2 and −2σ/θ cosα then depends on the initial
values. For the most part of the parameter space, the term
in the parentheses would decay while σ2/θ2 grows. How-
ever, the opposite could also happen for very small ratio of
σ/θ. Furthermore, the ultimate morphology of this insta-
bility after s
(v)
3 < 0 would depend primarily on the value
of s
(v)
2 , and slightly on s
(v)
3 . Given the parametrization of
Aij = diag[λ1, λ2, λ3] = (θIij+2σQij(α))/3, when θ
2 ≫ σ2,
even the smallest eigenvalue becomes positive regardless of
the value of α, so the fluid element would evolve to voids.
On the other hand, if θ2 < σ2, the smallest and the medium
eigenvalues become negative but not the largest since we as-
sume
∑
i λi > 0 and
∏
i λi > 0, then it will become filament.
4.2 Dynamical and Kinematic Classifications
The disagreement between the kinematic and dynamical
classification algorithms displayed in Figure. (1) highlights
the deviation between the nonlinear velocity gradient Aij
and potential Hessian matrix Φij . Intuitively, one could ar-
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Figure 7. The effects of changing eigenvalue threshold λth in both velocity invariant space and deformation tensor. Here we only present
the situation for δ0 = −1. Since all trajectories in the upper panels are normalized by |s
(v)
1 (a)|
n, where n = (2, 3), this corresponds to a
time-dependent threshold λ′th(a) = λth|s1(a)| with constant λth = −0.1, 0 and 0.1 respectively.
gue that the anisotropic gravitational forces would affect the
trajectory of a test particle further in time than the velocity
gradient, and therefore might be a less faithful representa-
tion of the current cosmic web. Quantitatively, this could be
addressed by a direct comparison of the nonlinear evolution
of these two tensors in, e.g. the nonlinear local model. Be-
fore proceeding, we would first like to examine Figure. (1) in
more details. To improve the visual impression of dynamical
classification algorithm, Forero-Romero et al. (2009) sug-
gested to apply a nonzero λth of an order of unity based
on the argument of spherical collapse model. As illustrated
in Figure (2), a negative threshold, of the tensor −Φij in
our convention, would indeed shrink the filamentary region,
which appears to be responsible for the distorted cosmic
web structure, and meanwhile increase sheets and decrease
clusters.
On the other hand, since the dynamical trajectories dif-
fer significantly for positive and negative s
(v/φ)
1 in the invari-
ant space, it is convenient to further divide both filament
and sheet morphologies based on the sign of s
(v/φ)
1 . In Fig-
ure (4), we perform this detailed comparison for the same
simulation snapshot as in Figure (1). Interestingly, given al-
most completely different structures in Figure (1), filaments
with positive s
(v/φ)
1 , shown in the first column of the figure,
exhibit a very similar pattern for both tensors. Moreover,
the major contribution to the dissimilarity come from the
filaments with negative s
(v/φ)
1 , as shown in the second col-
umn, where much more regions are classified as this type for
tensor Φij than Aij .
Assuming the nonlinear local model, we then plot in
Figure. (5) the dynamical evolution of invariants for ten-
sors Aij and −Φij together, who are indeed comparable as
we have already rescaled the invariants so that tr[Aij] =
tr[−Φij] = ±1. For underdense perturbation δ0 < 0, one
sees that morphologies from both tensors exhibit similar
sheet instability, as all trajectories evolve towards the voids
or filaments. Meanwhile, it is obvious that trajectories in
sφ space squeeze towards the boundary separating real and
complex solutions. By definition, this suggests at least two of
eigenvalues should be closer to each other than that of ten-
sor Aij . Since Φij is simply proportional to Aij initially, an
immediate consequence is the enrichment of potential clas-
sified filaments with negative density perturbation δ, which
is exactly what has been observed in the simulation.
Physically, at least two factors are responsible for such
behavior, as suggested by the nonlinear local model. The
first is that the angle β approaches π from the value of
0 faster than α, and therefore it would produce more fil-
amentary structures. On the other hand, since the evolution
equation of the tidal tensor (equation 28) is sourced by both
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density ρ (instead of density perturbation δ) and the shear
tensor σij , εij grows as ε(1 + δ) compared with σ for shear
tensor (equation 29). Consequently, the rescaled tidal tensor
ε˜ij ∝ ε(1+δ)Qij(β)/|δ| would grow slower than the rescaled
shear tensor σ˜ij ∝ σQij(α)/|θ| for underdense perturbation
0 > δ > −1, for in general |ε(1 + δ)/δ| < |σ/θ|. Therefore,
the differences between eigenvalues ∆λ are usually narrower
for tensor Φij than Aij . From the definition of s
v/φ
2 in equa-
tion (34) and (35), this corresponds to a slower motion of
invariant s
(φ)
2 than s
(v)
2 , as shown in Figure (5).
For overdense perturbation δ0 > 0, s
φ
i also evolves very
differently than s
(v)
i . Unlike velocity invariants, where the
first singularity occurs at s
(v)
2 /|s
(v)
1 |
2 → 0, both s
(φ)
2 /|s
(φ)
1 |
2
and s
(φ)
3 /|s
(φ)
1 |
3 approach infinity as ε(1+ δ)/δ →∞, which
again is due to the source term of the evolution equation of
tidal field εij . However, this does not necessarily suggest the
kinematic and dynamical morphologies differ in this regime.
For vanishing threshold λth = 0, or even some reasonable
nonzero values, clusters and sheets identified with both ten-
sors will turn to filaments very soon so that no significant
differences would emerge.
This could also be seen with the help of the evolution of
deformation tensor. In Figure. (6), we plot the evolution of
ellipticity e and prolaticity p, colored by the kinematic mor-
phologies in upper panels and dynamical categories in the
lower ones. Morphological changes are characterized by seg-
mented color arrows, with the discontinuity point reflecting
the epoch of the morphology transition. The trajectories are
calculated via equation (40) with Aij supplemented by the
nonlinear local model. As expected, the overdense perturba-
tions, shown in the third column, would evolve from various
initial values towards much higher e and p as they become
filaments. Moreover, both velocity and potential classifica-
tions display very similar morphology categorizations.
For the underdense region, we show both δ0 = −1 and
δ0 = −0.5 in the first two columns. Consistent with the
bifurcate evolution in the invariant space, trajectories with
various initial ellipticity and prolaticity flow towards the op-
posite directions in e − p plane. One is the spherical void
region with e ∼ 0 and p ∼ 0, and the other is the non-
spherical prolate filament region with e ≈ p ∼ 1, while
the non-spherical sheets reside in between. Since both up-
per and lower panels display the same geometrical evolution
of a fluid element, the color scheme shows that gravitational
potential-based algorithm in general would identify more fil-
aments and fewer sheets than kinematical classification.
4.3 Eigenvalue Threshold and the Ambiguity of
Cosmic Web Definition
Practically, a nonzero threshold is usually applied in the al-
gorithm to ‘optimize’ the visual impression of the cosmic
web. As already shown in Figure (2), a negative λth would
indeed help to reduce the otherwise excessive filaments and
sheets, meanwhile increase the volume fraction of void re-
gions. However, geometric deformation of a fluid element
is well defined by quantities like ellipticity and prolatic-
ity. In Figure. (7), we highlight the morphologies variations
in both velocity invariant space and the deformation e − p
plane. Since all trajectories in the upper panels are normal-
ized by |s
(v)
1 (a)|
n, where n = (2, 3), this corresponds to a
time-dependent threshold λ′th(a) = λth|s1(a)| with constant
λth = −0.1, 0 and 0.1 respectively. Therefore, the morphol-
ogy of a fluid element with given shape measurement de-
pends on the threshold λth, which reflects the ambiguous
definition of the cosmic web.
This then leads to the question about the purpose of
the morphological classification and its associated ‘best’ al-
gorithm. An outstanding visual impression would require
both density threshold and anisotropic information, like Aij
or Φij , at various scales. For many studies, e.g. the environ-
mental dependence of halo formation, it is probably more
important to describe quantitatively the entanglement of rel-
evant quantities than satisfying the preference of the human
brain. In this sense, the ‘morphology classification’ is only
a simplification to the more complicated problem. With-
out any arbitrary tuning of the threshold, the tensor Aij
and Φij themselves and corresponding rotational invariants
are attractive quantities as they characterize the underly-
ing physical processes. Therefore, besides developing vari-
ous classification algorithms, more efforts should be made
to understand the detailed evolution of these quantities.
5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we revisited the Lagrangian evolution of var-
ious tensors, including the velocity gradient tensor Aij , the
Hessian matrix of gravitational potential Φij and the defor-
mation tensor Ψij , for their useful applications in the cosmic
web classification. Unlike previous studies, we performed the
investigation in the invariant space, defined as coefficients of
the characteristic equation of Aij and Φij . Compared with
the eigenvalue representation, this parameter space is much
more convenient in tracking the dynamical evolution of these
tensors. We then presented the solution for both Zel’dovich
approximation and the nonlinear local model. Although the
latter model is neither Newtonian nor fully general relativis-
tic, it is reasonable to assume to be a suitable approximation
for our purpose.
Since one could easily write down the analytical solu-
tion of invariants evolution in ZA, we reconfirm the fact that
cosmic morphologies would not change before approaching
a one-dimensional singularity in this model. However, the
nonlinear local model would in general lead to the mor-
phology instability and changes. For overdense perturbation,
the sheet configurations usually collapse to filaments very
quickly due to the coupling between tidal tensor εij and ve-
locity shear σij . For underdense regions, however, the sheet
could either evolve to void or filament depending on the bal-
ance between the shear σ and divergence θ for Aij , or the
tides ε and density δ for Φij .
Interestingly, our comparison of the invariants trajec-
tories between tensor Aij and Φij suggests that different
evolving speed of the instability is responsible for some dis-
tinctions of the cosmic web classified using these two tensors.
Since both tensors start from the same morphologies ini-
tially, the squeezed trajectories of Φij in Figure (5) suggests
more abundant filaments with negative s
(φ)
1 , which is exactly
what has been observed in the simulation. Physically, this
is caused by both different evolving speed of tensor angle
α and β, and the source term of the tidal field evolution
equation (28).
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However, there’re some limitations of our approach as
well. First of all, the dynamics only work before the singular-
ity, therefore very little conclusion would be able to make for
overdense regions. Fortunately, for our purpose, it is equally,
if not more, important to study the underdense perturba-
tions. Secondly, since it’s still possible that this nonlinear
local model would not fully capture the real dynamics, one
need to be cautious about the direct comparison between
simulation and the model calculation. For example, from
Figure (5), one might also expect to observe more potential
classified voids than the other algorithm. However, the sim-
ulation measurement produces somewhat similar fractions
of voids for these two methods. In addition, if one tries to
measure the eigenvalue differences ∆λ = |λi − λj |, i 6= j
from the simulation, the inequality
∆λ(v) > ∆λ(φ) (44)
would only hold for the differences between the largest eigen-
value and the other two. For the difference between the
smallest two eigenvalues, however, both tensors have similar
distributions, with only slightly asymmetry favoring equa-
tion (44). On the other hand, theoretical calculation shows
its validity for all three ∆λs. Nevertheless, whether or not
this suggests the failure of the model is not clear.
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